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Jay Sears, Senior Vice President Marketplace Development of Rubicon Project discusses advertising automation with Marco
Bertozzi, Global Chief Revenue O cer of Publicis’ Performics as part of a series of buyer conversations on the topic.
JAY SEARS: What do you read to keep up with politics, art and culture?
MARCO BERTOZZI: Almost all of my reading comes from a combination of Twitter and Sunday newspapers! What I follow on
Twitter outside of the adtech and performance worlds represents my interests and is the fastest way for me to keep up. Sunday
newspapers are my break from staring at screens and I take in some good old print for my news and views.
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SEARS: What do you read to keep up with friends?
BERTOZZI: The most useful app to keep up with friends was Newsle, now owned by Linkedin. It sends you an email every time
any of your friends are featured -- especially useful for work friends. Outside of that Instagram and Facebook bring in baby
pictures!
SEARS: What do you read to keep up with the advertising technology industry?
BERTOZZI: I read all the usual trade magazines, I watch TED talks on tech which is always fascinating, and of course Twitter
again. You may be getting the idea by now that Twitter helps me navigate most things!
SEARS: What’s your favorite commercial of all time?
BERTOZZI: In past years I have said the Black Current Tango ad. But every time I see the ad from Nike with the park bench that
has no seat, but on the back rest it says Just Do It I think, “Wow, that’s great!”

SEARS: With regards to advertising automation, what are the three biggest trends you expect to impact companies in 2016
and 2017?
BERTOZZI:
1. The biggest area of opportunity is around data driven shifts away from IOs into direct deals using programmatic pipes (PMP),
and that requires heavy use of a data strategy (data warehouse, DMP). We know now what it takes to be successful with
programmatic, and data is foundational along with the knowledge and algorithms for optimization, attribution and planning.
2. Survival of the ttest in the ad tech space. They are coming under increasing competition and it’s hard to sustain at the rate
they have seen. Many agencies and advertisers are trying to consolidate their tech.
3. Automation of once called “o ine” channels is going to boom in the next three years with TV at the forefront. Historically the
broadcasters and platforms have been accused of being laggards but I see that changing and I believe we are going to see
a hockey stick of activity in the addressable TV space. Whether it is Sky or Dish or NBC, everyone is now looking to play in
automation and targetable linear and VOD ads.
SEARS: With regards to advertising automation, what are the three most overblown topics that you wish would just go
away?
BERTOZZI:
1. Complexity and how many people use it as an excuse for not learning new skills and terminology. It is a personal bug bear
that so many people want to hide away from what is the biggest shift in our industry since TV. I would say though to be
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measured, there are still too many people focused on the “what” and “how” and not enough on the “why.” That is fair and we
should x that in ad tech land.
2. The question, will all media be automated? This is a non-topic now; it is fundamentally clear that we are on our way to that
end result. Every channel is moving in that direction and there is no way to stop it. We have to embrace change and
maximize the sophistication with which we approach it.
3. Ad-blocking debates. We will solve this as an industry and it will bring a far improved web and mobile experience. We need
to stop talking about it and start doing something about it. We should never have a panel that does not have solutions and
examples of solutions, not just more talk.
SEARS: Describe your company or division and then tell us the three most common issues with which you help clients with
respect to advertising automation and programmatic trading.
BERTOZZI: Performics is a Publicis Media global agency brand while at the same time it is the performance arm of the other four
networks, providing a best in class performance marketing o ering to each of those agencies. We are focused on the relentless
pursuit of results!
I believe that we are experiencing the same as many other companies, which is the issue of such a fast-paced market place as
regards technology. We are simultaneously delivering best in class programmatic solutions while trying to make sure we keep
up with the latest technology and building for a data-led future.
The three issues are:
1. Education needs to be prioritized for every agency. Through the power of the Publicis Media practices from Data, Technology
and Innovation as well as Research and Insights we have a very strong machine to help us with this but it is still a daily
requirement.
2. All media should be and will be able to be traded programmatically, however the reality is not always as good as the promise.
There are still issues of delivery through the supply chain of premium publishers and tech, where IOs are not always
delivered or delivered in full. Where technical issues arise there are often a number of parties to manage.
3. Being able to work with and around the walled gardens of some of our largest media partners will come more and more front
and center as advertisers invest more in data strategy and DMP activation. This new approach will ask more and more
questions of the walled gardens and want them to open up a little so an advertiser can get a view of the whole ecosystem.
SEARS: Tell us about your company or division.
BERTOZZI:

SEARS: The majority of ad technology companies have struggled (relatively small, unpro table or both). Of the poor
performers, what are the commonalities between them that have contributed to this weakness?
BERTOZZI: The three biggest mistakes I see them make are that they are unable to di erentiate from the competition and,
connected to that, they don’t understand their competition. Without di erentiation you have a spray and pray approach and
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hope something sticks, rather than knowing where to target. The second and related point is that they are not sure what they
are; they come with a menu of options without going deep on any of them, almost hoping we will work it out for them. Finally I
would say that not over-promising and making sure you deliver what you say you’re going to deliver is vital.
SEARS: A smaller handful of ad technology companies has achieved scale and performed better than the rest. What are the
commonalities between them that have contributed to this relative strength?
BERTOZZI: The opposite of the above. One addition: people. People who are able to build strong relationships and develop
trust very quickly will always win out in the end, when combined with the opposite of my list of mistakes.
SEARS: Do we live in a “tale of two cities” where Google and Facebook win almost everything, advertisers are dictated to
and other media companies ght for the scraps?
BERTOZZI: To some extent that may be the case. I would say that some of the competition that publishers have always
experienced is just consolidated, but it doesn’t mean it wasn’t there before. In that consolidation the question is whether or not
that then makes life harder or not for publishers, or just easier for buyers. The market is evolving, however, and there is a lot of
spend moving away from very poor, non-transparent ad networks where fraud and lack of transparency have been an issue. The
time has never been better for publishers to stake their claim to provide quality inventory and encourage advertisers to invest in
them.
SEARS: Please answer the following statements yes or no.
BERTOZZI:
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SEARS: If you owned a yacht, what would you name it?
BERTOZZI: Angelina! If I owned a yacht, it would likely be my second biggest pleasure in my life, so it makes sense to name it
after my rst.
SEARS: A young family member has come to you seeking career advice. They must choose one of the following careers: ad
agency executive, ad tech executive, company marketing executive or ice cream shop owner on the French Riviera. Which
career path do you recommend and why?
BERTOZZI: Company marketing. I say that because it’s the broadest and applies to all the others. If you become smart in
marketing you can apply that to all the other jobs and improve them or grow them. Of course in the world of the chief marketing
technologist I would encourage them to get smart on the tech side of the business while they’re at it!
SEARS: What is your favorite restaurant in the world?
BERTOZZI: Impossible!
SEARS: Thanks, Marco!

The opinions and points of view expressed in this commentary are exclusively the views of the author and do not necessarily
represent the views of MediaVillage.com/MyersBizNet management or associated bloggers.
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Jay Sears
Jay Sears was Senior Vice President Marketplace Development for Rubicon Project, where he worked with management and business unit heads
across the company to expand Rubicon Project’s market -- and across the media owner and adver... read more
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